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New beginnings through transformed experiences.

"Our mission is to inspire and empower students to build communities of 
sustainable, scalable and measurable social impact by using entrepreneurial action."



6
50 Million+ 

Application for
a provisional
patent.

Won a $1,000
grant from the
Awesome
Foundation.

provides eco-conscious hand
sanitisers which tackle the lack of
recyclability in current dispensers and
the inability to track dispenser usage.
The refillable cartridge reduces the
consumption of single-use plastics in
hand sanitiser packaging while
incorporating an app to create a
centralised reporting network.

QUICKSAN

Current dispensers inefficiently gauge and track hand
sanitiser volume, creating a significant time lag in
between depletion and refill processes.

A refillable cartridge replaces the
need for single-use plastic bottles

and minimises the toxic air emissions
associated with their production.

Utilising wood as the primary
material  for the design lowers

the production cost by 75%.

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP

Reduced plastic consumption during production by
using wood in the product design.

Individual units send usage data to a central server,
allowing for better monitoring and supply distribution.
Data gathered can then be paired with the location of
each unit to create a map showing supply and demand,
thus creating more efficient supply distribution.

SUSTAINABLE POSITIVE IMPACT

Empowers the community against
production plants known for their

maltreatment of low-income
publics and communities of colour.

Partnership with
InTech Chemicals.

million+ kilograms of plastic from hand sanitiser
bottles headed to landfills annually. Each of these
bottles takes up to 1,000 years to decompose and
cancer-inducing chemicals are released into the
environment during this process.

Product design,
prototype and

3D printing.

Product pilot
with boutique

hotels.

INNOVATION 

BUSINESS PRINCIPLES

The mobile app is
released on a
subscription-
based model.

Use of a lockable lid allows direct refills, thus
eliminating reliance on disposable plastics while
maintaining hygiene standards.MAY '20

Litre increase in demand for
hand sanitiser due to COVID.

JUL '20

FEB '21

TODAY

FUTURE

Product patented to
allow IoT and eco-

conscious features to
be commercialised.

Through a pilot with boutique hotels, the team can collect data
to inform market strategy and expansion into other industries.



10%

Multiple ongoing collaborations with UNSW computer
science faculty courses allows Circex to develop a
host of features simultaneously at low-to-no cost. 

500,000 tonnes of textile in Australia are sent to
landfill annually - enough to fill the Sydney Harbour.

Time spent posting listings on eBay reduced from:
             mins down to         mins.30 3

Formed an advisory board with Vinnies, Salvos
and Charitable Australia to adapt to the changing
needs of charity op-shops, gain exclusive insight
into competing products and mitigate risks.

Conducted 50 interviews and surveys to identify the
need for a more efficient and less time-consuming

second-hand shopping experience. 

The AI recommends competitive pricing for a listing based on
data analysis of similar products found in the market.

In saving 5 hours per volunteer through the
streamlined online cataloging process,

volunteers can focus on other tasks and
initiatives for the running of charity op-shops.

By increasing consumer accessibility to op-shop
inventories, we are promoting a circular economy
for Australians and reducing the annual 500,000
tonnes of textile waste that end up in landfills.

accuracy for product descriptions automatically
generated by the software's artifical intelligence.90%

From the app, CircEx charges a 10% flat rate fee on
every item sold, covering operational costs required
to run the app. The remaining 90% received from
sale goes to the op-shop.

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP

SUSTAINABLE POSITIVE IMPACT

INNOVATION 

BUSINESS PRINCIPLES

assists charity op-shops in entering the
e-commerce market through the
development of an AI application which
streamlines the online cataloging
process. This enables op-shops to
create sustainable alternatives for their
cost-conscious consumers and reduces
the volume of goods going to landfill.

CIRCEX

Formed an 
advisory board with

Vinnies, Salvos 
and Charitable

Australia.

Collaborating with
UNSW's computer-
science faculty 
to refine the AI
app features.

20% of eBay
book listings

sold from
organic eBay

traffic.

Vinnies &
Salvos in-store

app testing.

Built an MVP for
the cataloging
application.

SEP '19

JUN '20

MAR '21

JUN '21

DEC '21

Through cataloging, Circex brings a seamless e-commerce
experience to traditionally brick-and-mortar op-shops.

To reduce legal costs concerned with IP protection,
CircEx is looking to secure a pro-bono partnership
with Arnotts Technology Lawyers. 



BUSINESS ADVISORY BOARD

OTHER PROJECTS 

Digby Hall | Climate Wise Design
Founding Director

Eric Cao | KPMG
Technology Consultant

Jordan Welsh | Aus. Renewable Energy Agency
Analyst

Joshua Rao | Randstad Pty Ltd
Client Solutions Manager

Kiliane Jadoul | MTC Australia
Growth & Diversification Manager

Alex Scriven | NSW Government
Data Scientist

Blake Roach | Royal Bank of Canada
Investment Banking Analyst

Brandon Cheung | CreditorWatch
UX/UI Designer

David Ky | Airwallex
Strategy Associate

Dennis Dao | QBE
Actuarial Manager

4,707 FOLLOWERS
+9.5% INCREASE

735 FOLLOWERS
+15.9% INCREASE

1,760 SUBSCRIBERS
+36.4% INCREASE

413 FOLLOWERS
+40.5% INCREASE

African STEM Education Initiative (ASEI) equips youth with practical STEM skills, empowering
change and innovation to communities in Fort Portal, Uganda. Earlier this year, a targeted
crowdfunding campaign was created to fund the pilot of a Coding Curriculum and establish the
beginning of a MakerSpace for students. It aligns with SDG 4 - Quality Education.

Fortunate Food Co. (FFC) reduces food wastage by repurposing off-spec and surplus produce into
food products like chutney, promoting sustainable living in Australia. During the pandemic, FFC has
focused on developing brand awareness and digital strategy through the launch of a new website
and a revised pricing model to increase their profit margin by 5%. It aligns with SDG 12 - Responsible
Consumption and Production.

REVENUE
UNSW Grants
Other Grants
Project Revenue
Events Revenue
Other Income
Conference Revenue

TOTAL
NET PROFIT

$4,078.10
$10,421.00
$1,582.43
$2,200.00
$106.00
$1,847.67

$20,235.20
$10,965.79

FINANCIAL REPORT

Kira Osborne | ANU
Project Manager

Mandy Yuan | Hatch
Customer Success Manager

Marc Holloway | Ad-Lib.io
Customer Success Manager

Nicholas Ooi | Strategy&
Associate

Selena Griffith | ASEI
Director

GenEx recently partnered with SummitCare to bridge the inter-generational gap with a language
exchange program to connect university students with elderly individuals from culturally and
linguistically diverse (CaLD) backgrounds. It aligns with SDG 10 - Reduced Inequalities.

Uplift. empowers young people experiencing or at risk of homelessness through a creative skills
and t-shirt design program. In 2020, Uplift released their first wave of in-house label t-shirts to raise
money for their workshops. They piloted the Young Designer Program earlier this year. It aligns with
SDG 3 - Good Health and Wellbeing.

We extend a sincere thank you to our Faculty Advisor, Mary-Anne Williams, our Business 
Advisory Board members, our alumni, our sponsors and our partners for their ongoing guidance and dedication. 

Your support has been vital in driving the success of our projects.

EXPENSES
Events Expenditure
Admin Costs
Project Expenditure
Training & Recruitment
Conference Expenses
Other Expenses

TOTAL

$2,229.63
$261.46
$4,799.47
$355.88
$1,349.53
$273.44

$9,269.41

ENGAGEMENT


